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Nonunions are a relevant economic burden affecting about 1.9% of all fractures. Rather than specifying a certain time frame, a nonunion is better defined as a fracture that will not heal without further intervention.

Successful fracture healing depends on local biology, biomechanics and a variety of systemic factors. All components can principally be decisive and determine the classification of atrophic, oligotrophic or hypertrophic nonunions. Treatment prioritizes mechanics before biology.

The degree of motion between fracture parts is the key for healing and is described by strain theory. If the change of length at a given load is >10%, fibrous tissue and not bone is formed. Therefore, simple fractures require absolute and complex fractures relative stability.

The main characteristics of a nonunion are pain while weight bearing, and persistent fracture lines on X-ray.

Treatment concepts such as ‘mechanobiology’ or the ‘diamond concept’ determine the applied osteosynthesis considering soft tissue, local biology and stability. Fine wire circular external fixation is considered the only form of true biologic fixation due to its ability to eliminate parasitic motions while maintaining load-dependent axial stiffness. Nailing provides intramedullary stability and biology via reaming. Plates are successful when complex fractures turn into simple nonunions demanding absolute stability. Despite available alternatives, autograft is the gold standard for providing osteoinductive and osteoconductive stimuli.

The infected nonunion remains a challenge. Bacteria, especially staphylococcus species, have developed mechanisms to survive such as biofilm formation, inactive forms and internalization. Therefore, radical debridement and specific antibiotics are necessary prior to reconstruction.
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**Introduction**

The 4th annual meeting of the Danish Orthopaedic Trauma Society was held from 5–6 April 2019 in Fredericia. This review contains a summary structured according to the lectures given by the different speakers describing the phenomenon of nonunion with all associated aspects.

**Nonunion: the basics**

*Definition and the different types*

A nonunion is a fracture that will not heal without further intervention. Although this is a pragmatic definition which very much depends on the evaluating surgeon, it provides the flexibility needed considering the variety of clinical presentations. Other descriptions focus more on the time...
aspect, defining a nonunion when there is no consolidation nine months post fracture and no radiographic progression of healing for three months.\(^1\) Associated minor criteria include pain, impaired function, delayed rehabilitation resulting in a work and social handicap. A classification is needed to understand the problem and to form the basis for decision-making. A hypertrophic nonunion is stiff, has abundant callus and viable fracture fragments. Therefore, the biology is more than adequate, however, the mechanical instability prevents maturation and consolidation. An oligotrophic nonunion shows poor callus formation on X-ray, has viable fracture fragments and a disturbed local biology or mechanics. An atrophic nonunion is mobile, has no callus, non-viable bone or a bone defect which is caused by impaired biology, often combined with lacking mechanical stability. In contrast to a nonunion, a pseudarthrosis is a real false joint with an articular capsule leading to a non-physiological mobility. It is much more difficult to treat and usually requires resection before healing can be achieved. Based on this classification, the following conclusion may be drawn regarding the treatment strategy:

**If the problem is mechanical, the solution is mechanical. If the problem is combined biologically and mechanically the solution is also combined.**

Unfortunately, it is not that simple, because there are other factors which need to be considered and which require a more holistic view on the issue. Host factors (such as age and sex), comorbidity (such as diabetes mellitus and vascular diseases), lifestyle aspects (such as smoking or drug abuse), certain medications and hormonal factors influence the incidence and treatment success in the same way as injury characteristics (such as location and soft tissue damage and contamination or infection).

**Understanding the biomechanical reasons for nonunions**

The degree of motion between the fracture parts is the key for healing. The interplay between biology and mechanics during fracture healing is complex and changes in one directly and indirectly affect the other. The study of this relationship is termed mechanobiology. During fracture healing, biological processes such as bone resorption and cellular differentiation and callus formation attempt to control the amount of fracture motion to within tolerable limits. The initial strain tolerance is up to 100% but as the initial callus becomes calcified, strain of only 2–10% is tolerated. If the movement within the fracture does not decrease over time no consolidation can be expected which results in a nonunion. Looking at the natural change, the contact area increases with callus formation leading to a decrease of motion. If the strain is > 10% (too much motion), only fibrous tissue can tolerate this amount of movement. Although the precise method of signal transduction has not yet been elucidated, mesenchymal (stromal) stem cells are found in the fracture gap perceiving the mechanical conditions which determine their differentiation. The analysis of strain and interfragmentary movement leads to some conclusions which are not obvious at the outset. Small gap sizes under a relatively flexible configuration of locking plate fixation can cause excessive strain and fluid flow within the fracture site, resulting in fibrous tissue differentiation and delayed healing. By contrast, a relatively flexible locking plate fixation can improve cartilaginous callus formation and bone healing for larger gap sizes.\(^2\) Furthermore, in segmental fractures the motion is distributed between several fracture lines resulting in a higher tolerance for motion, making these fractures prone to fixation with relative stability. Despite of this, complex fractures often take longer to heal, because comminution is also often associated with more tissue damage at the time of injury.

Simple fractures need absolute stability, multifragmentary fractures relative stability to prevent disturbed fracture healing. However, we should be aware of the fact that the basic mechanisms of direct fracture healing are only a model, and that callus formation is also observed following rigid fixation providing absolute stability especially on the opposite side of plate placement. With surgery we interfere with fracture healing, and the influence is negative when neglecting these principles. Sometimes the effects of an osteosynthesis are difficult to predict, leading to the development of ‘smarter implants’ measuring strain at the fracture site.\(^3\) However, fixation devices sensing mechanical forces have not yet been introduced in daily clinical practice, just as potential biomarkers such as TGF\(\beta\) have not.\(^4\)

**Epidemiology and which bones are at risk when fractured**

In over 25 studies, the incidence of nonunions is reported to range between 5% and 10%.\(^5,6\) However, they all refer to a textbook from the US published in the 1990s\(^7\) which does not provide a reliable data source. The best current overview is provided by a Scottish study evaluating the risk of nonunions per fracture in a population of over 4 million adults.\(^8\) Here, the overall risk of suffering from a nonunion was estimated to be 1.9% in adults, which is considerably less than previously believed. Age is a decisive influence, with the risk at 0.2% in children up to 14 years old (open growth plate) and 0.35% in teenagers up to 19 years old, which is significantly less than in adults.\(^9\) Among adults, the risk for nonunion per fracture peaks between 25 and 45 years of age, declining thereafter. Correlating with this, osteoporosis and osteopenia were not identified as independent risk factors.\(^10\) Male patients had a higher risk for nonunion which is likely caused by the fact that they more often suffer from high-energy trauma.
Among the different bones the risk is not equally distributed. It was highest in tibia fractures (5–6%) followed by clavicle (4–5%) and humerus (3%) fractures. Furthermore, the risk for nonunion was injury specific and increased in open fractures, and fractures following high-energy trauma with comminution. Smoking, alcohol abuse, HIV infection, diabetes mellitus, renal failure and peripheral vascular diseases enhanced the probability of sustaining bone-healing problems. Long-term use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) also impaired bone-healing problems. The diagnosis of a nonunion is sometimes difficult. Both clinical and radiological criteria can be helpful. Typically, patients report inability to bear weight (84%), pain at fracture site (74%), and tenderness on palpation (38%). Radiologically, the lack of callus seems to be more important than persistent fracture lines (75%). Computed tomography (CT) scanning can be supportive; however, the evaluation of the sometimes complex configuration can be difficult. Calori et al suggested evaluating and quantifying the cross-sectional area, indicating the presence of a nonunion when bone bridging was less than 5% and considering the fracture healed when bridging was more than 25%. The frequently quoted statement that a fracture is radiologically stable when bone healing is present in three out of four cortices is doubtful, because it is based on an animal study with 21 rabbits and is not necessarily transferrable to humans. Scoring systems provide a more systematic approach and were first introduced by Whelan et al, presenting the RUST score evaluating status of consolidation of each cortical side of the bone. This was later modified by Litrenta et al who developed the modified RUST score (Table 1) which may guide decision-making.

CT scanning can help; however, considering a specificity of only 62% it may be seen critically, because clefs in bone are of uncertain clinical importance, and there is a risk of operating on an already healed fracture. In relation to this, Kleinlugtenbelt et al found in a rather small cohort no additional value for CT scanning compared to X-ray alone. When in doubt how to treat a potential nonunion after evaluation of conventional radiographies then an additional CT scan usually leads to surgery.

### How to diagnose a nonunion

The diagnosis of a nonunion is sometimes difficult. Both clinical and radiological criteria can be helpful. Typically, patients report inability to bear weight (84%), pain at fracture site (74%), and tenderness on palpation (38%). Radiologically, the lack of callus seems to be more important than persistent fracture lines (75%). Computed tomography (CT) scanning can be supportive; however, the evaluation of the sometimes complex configuration can be difficult. Calori et al suggested evaluating and quantifying the cross-sectional area, indicating the presence of a nonunion when bone bridging was less than 5% and considering the fracture healed when bridging was more than 25%. The frequently quoted statement that a fracture is radiologically stable when bone healing is present in three out of four cortices is doubtful, because it is based on an animal study with 21 rabbits and is not necessarily transferrable to humans. Scoring systems provide a more systematic approach and were first introduced by Whelan et al, presenting the RUST score evaluating status of consolidation of each cortical side of the bone. This was later modified by Litrenta et al who developed the modified RUST score (Table 1) which may guide decision-making.

CT scanning can help; however, considering a specificity of only 62% it may be seen critically, because clefs in bone are of uncertain clinical importance, and there is a risk of operating on an already healed fracture. In relation to this, Kleinlugtenbelt et al found in a rather small cohort no additional value for CT scanning compared to X-ray alone. When in doubt how to treat a potential nonunion after evaluation of conventional radiographies then an additional CT scan usually leads to surgery.

### How to avoid nonunions: violation of principals of initial treatment

It is crucial to realize that principles of fracture treatment are there to be followed. Nonetheless, there are pitfalls, especially when the right principles are applied to the wrong indications. This chapter appreciates that complications are often a result of lack of planning, lack of knowledge, and sometimes lack of skills which can be trained. Typical errors are made regarding stability, reduction, handling of soft tissues, choice and placement of implants, and the lack of preoperative planning.

To avoid mistakes regarding stability, the nature of the fracture should be analysed clarifying which kind of stability is needed. Taking into account the mentioned theory of strain (change of length in relation to the total length at a given load), direct healing occurs when strain is < 2%, callus healing when strain is > 2% but < 10% and a nonunion when strain remains > 10%. The conclusions for fixation are straightforward: Simple fractures need absolute stability. Complex fractures need relative stability. The placement of the plate also plays a decisive role, because it should encounter the bending direction.

### Table 1. Modified RUST score with a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 16 points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points per cortex</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No callus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Callus present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bridging callus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Remodelled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Positron emission tomography (PET) or bone scintigraphy can support the diagnosis of infection and might help to determine the affected area; however, these imaging techniques are partially unsure, because the expected healing activity can give positive signals.

Although the decision for treating a nonunion is rather based on clinical symptoms and radiological findings, paraclinical features should be included in the diagnostic process. Basic blood values to check are calcium, vitamin D and parathyroid hormone. This recommendation is based on a study of 37 cases with nonunion in which 68% were diagnosed with vitamin D deficiency. However, until now it could not be shown that vitamin D supplementation in deficiency situations improves outcome. In case of continuous failure of treatment, phosphate, alkaline phosphatase, magnesium, cortisol, testosterone, and prolactin can be determined. A complete overview is provided by Nauth et al. Comorbidity can be decisive to evaluate risk for failure. A typical example is diabetes mellitus increasing the risk for nonunion more than sevenfold. This is important because the disease is unknown in some cases and can be improved. Therefore, measuring of glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c) is highly recommended when diagnosing delayed or failed fracture healing. Furthermore, the peripheral pulse status needs to be examined because arterial obstructive disease also raises the risk for disturbed bone consolidation. A summary of the essentials is provided in Table 2.
and, consequently, counteract dislocating forces. While distal tibia fractures can be malaligned in a valgus or varus position, the bending side of the femur is usually lateral caused by the femoral neck which directs the force vector over the medial side. However, it is important not only to reflect on the bone but also the ligaments and tendon insertions. The approach used should therefore consider both the standard anatomy and also the individual soft tissue situation of the patient. Although it is possible that in some hospitals plating might be the standard of care for certain locations, an open fracture might drive the decision to deviate from this standard and use a frame instead. Although diaphyseal fractures do not need anatomical reduction but reconstruction of axis, length and rotation, a lack of reduction can prevent fracture healing. A gap is a risk but should be analysed in light of strain theory. This could mean that, in complex fractures, gaps can be tolerated because the forces are distributed over several fragments, leaving the strain below 10%. This is of course only possible when applying relative stability.

Most failures are avoidable and explainable, which is why preoperative planning is definitely recommended. Also, when a fracture has failed to heal a critical analysis is required and the same mistakes should not be repeated. Problems with nonunions are frequently the same as those related to normal fractures such as varus malalignment in proximal femur fractures or disturbed rotation in forearm fractures.

**Goals of treatment and basic treatment strategy**

Although the treatment of nonunions includes different strategies with different levels of evidence, there are key issues which always need to be considered: the patient, patient’s expectations, and principles of treatment with individual adaptations. The treatment should generally aim for a reduction of symptoms such as pain and swelling, and improvement of function. For a minority of patients this might mean that an amputation or a ‘stable’ nonunion with acceptable pain level might be an option. For most patients an operative revision is indicated and required when progress in healing is not expected without further intervention, or if healing will result in a significant malalignment. Again, we must stress strain theory, because a reduction of the quotient $\Delta$ length/length applying a certain load is required to treat a nonunion. This can be achieved by reducing the external load, a correction of axis (which also reduces the load), and by reducing the interfragmentary strain. Although treatment of nonunions is mainly to improve the biomechanical situation, biological stimulation is also required. A variety of techniques are described such as autograft (gold standard), bone transport, Masquelet technique, osteoinductive proteins such as bone morphogenetic protein 2 or 7, mecanobiology, vascularized bone graft or a free flap (vascularity).

The kind of fixation is not decisive, it is the whole concept considering the treatment of problems regarding soft tissue, local biology and stability which determines the applied osteosynthesis.

Briefly, the five pillars of nonunion management of the mecanobiological concept are mentioned: optimization of modifiable risk factors, mechanical alignment, stable fixation, mecanobiological stimulation, and early functional rehabilitation.

Patient factors that can be influenced or paused are smoking, diabetes control, antiretroviral therapy for HIV infection, anaemia, malnutrition, vitamin D, use of NSAIDs, steroids, methotrexate, and biological anti-rheumatoid therapy. This concept requires stabilization with a circular fixator which is safe and effective considering 93% of unions after one operation and a total success rate of 98% with final bone union. Another advantage is the opportunity to apply biological stimulation over time because the axis can be corrected slowly or stepwise. Mobile and stiff nonunions can be addressed right away and closed. Furthermore, bone defects can first be shortened and later undergo lengthening with the same implant. In contrast, all concepts using internal fixation demand stable soft tissues and a ‘one-shot’ or two-stage correction. A typical example is the ‘diamond concept’, building up on the following basic cornerstones: osteoconductive scaffolds, growth factors, a stable and possibly bactericidal environment, osteogenic cells and sufficient vascularity. The current published success rate is 84%; however, no comparing studies have been carried out analysing the effectiveness of different concepts. Since these are complex treatment methods demanding different disciplines and a whole environment including schooled nursing staff and physiotherapists, the set-up of a comparing clinical trial would be very difficult.
Considering all the parameters influencing the decision, a scoring system has been suggested to direct treatment.17 Fifteen parameters for bone (highest impact), soft tissue, and patient conditions are evaluated resulting in the Calori nonunion scoring system (NUSS) ranging from 0 to 100. Table 3 indicates the recommended measures dependent on the score which was recently validated.39

**Specific treatment of nonunions**

There is no rule that a nonunion always has to be treated with a certain implant apart from the more universal use of frames when the principles are respected. Still, there are some considerations that apply to specific implant groups which are now elaborated more in detail.

**Nonunion treated with intramedullary nails**

Nailing often can provide stable fixation, and stable fixation is the best fixation. An osteosynthesis with intramedullary nails is associated with a limited soft tissue insult, combines stability with load sharing, and allows early weight bearing and rehabilitation. Reaming does not only increase stability by enlarging the contact area between nail and bone, it also leads to enhanced reactive periosteal blood supply after temporary destruction of the endosteal structures. Issues related to this fixation method are the sometimes difficult access to the medullary canal, the limited deformity correction and the predominantly restricted use in diaphyseal regions. Indications were recently extended with introduction of lengthening with nails allowing to address larger defects.40 Formerly, infected nonunions could not be treated using nails; however, this has changed to a certain degree after the introduction of antibiotic-coated nails.41 Handmade cement-covered nails loaded with antibiotics are also an option (Fig. 1).42,43 Dynamization, describing the removal of interlocking bolts for induction of axial compression, is a possibility to support bone healing. Although one study demonstrated a success rate of 83% in tibial nonunion management,20 further data supporting this technique are very limited. It destabilizes the nail, and timing is doubtful. Therefore, the exchange of the nail is rather recommended. It allows a larger nail to be inserted providing increased stability following medullary reaming which also improves the local biology as mentioned above. Though there are only cohort studies available, data indicate a success rate of about 90%.20 The procedure of reaming is associated with an increase in cortical temperature and embolic phenomena which was much improved with the newer reaming systems with less pressure and better drainage.44 Since unreamed nailing was associated with more technical complications, and there was no difference regarding the incidence of adult respiratory distress syndrome or death, reaming is generally recommended.45,46 Fig. 2 shows an example in which a nonunion occurred after plating.

**Nonunion treated with external fixators**

External fixation is another option to treat nonunions, not contradicting nails or plates. However, it offers good options especially when patients are referred late, already have joint contractures, severe deformities, a bad compliance, and are dissatisfied with first-line treatment.

External fixation using frames allows function to be improved rather than only maintained. The principals (the five pillars of nonunion management) were discussed in section “Goals of treatment and basic treatment strategy” introducing the mechanobiological effect. Therefore, framing may be considered as the only true biologic fixation. It is extremely effective resulting in a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Recommended measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 25</td>
<td>Autograft, intramedullary nailing, plating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–75</td>
<td>Circular fixation, vascularized bone graft, free flap, BMPs, bone transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 75</td>
<td>Amputation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The Calori nonunion scoring system (NUSS)
TREATMENT OF NONUNIONS

union rate of > 90% and was first recognized in Western literature in the 1990s. These devices decrease strain in high-strain nonunions by adding stability and fracture distraction. This technique allows simultaneous correction of the mechanical axis as well as manipulation of the mechanical environment to promote bone formation (Fig. 3). It is important to discriminate between stiff and mobile nonunions because this determines how to correct – immediate or slowly, and open or closed. A ring fixator provides less stability in oblique fracture lines which can be improved using olive wires to reduce shear forces, or by an osteotomy making the fractures more complex and distributing the strain. Additive measures need to accompany correction with frames. This could be a fibula osteotomy to release options for correction, or other measures to keep joint function, such as tendon lengthening. Hexapod circular external fixators are extremely accurate at correcting deformities in three dimensions; however, there are differences when using different models such as Taylor Spatial Frame or TrueLok-Hex methods, resulting in variations of translational measurements for both deformity and mounting parameters. These differences must be appreciated in order to effectively use these systems.

When to use plate fixation and how

The initial strain environment is relatively low in multifragmentary fractures. As the fracture starts to unite, the various fragments heal to each other, eventually leaving a single fracture line with higher strain. If the focal strain remains low enough, uneventful healing will occur. However, if the focal strain at the last fracture line is above the threshold for bone formation, healing will stop.

Complex fractures turn into simple nonunions. Therefore, absolute stability is needed, which can be realized with lag screws, compression plates or compression devices (Fig. 4). Especially in oblique configurations of nonunions the plate can provide better stability than other devices. According to the defined principals, the reasons for failure must be analyzed and the plan for treatment needs to consider correction of malalignment and stability. Soft tissue is a more immanent issue compared to external fixation devices, because a plate needs coverage and should safely tolerate the surgical approach.
Fig. 3 Taylor Spatial Frame for correction of malalignment and distraction osteogenesis. (a) and (b) show the clinical situation with varus malalignment of the lower leg and assembled Taylor Spatial Frame. (c) demonstrates sufficient healing and correct alignment after lengthening.

Fig. 4 Plating to treat nonunions. (a) shows an AO-type 32-C3 fracture stabilized with a nail. After six months, the initially complex fracture turned into a simple nonunion as demonstrated in (b) and (c). Applying absolute stability with lag screws buttressed by a plate, the nonunion healed after three months as shown in (d) and (e).
Is grafting necessary and if so, which options are available?

The need for a graft depends on the applied treatment strategy in which the presence of a significant bone defect is decisive. A graft not only fills the gap but provides biology making it a useful adjuvant mainly in atrophic Nonunions. Currently, the autograft may be considered as the gold standard. The initial treatment concept determines necessity, time point, nature and location of application. While the Masquelet technique always requires bone graft for filling the defect, bone transports often need the graft only at the docking site. In contrast, mecanobiological strategies usually can abstain from using grafts at all. There are only rare cases when grafting may be considered as a single intervention. An example is an open fracture which is initially stably fixed by a nail with a gap because of bone loss. Here, scheduled grafting after exclusion of infection can be an option. Other successful techniques have been described to stimulate bone growth as mentioned in passage “Goals of treatment and basic treatment strategy” taking effect by one or more of the four basic principles osteogenesis, osteoinduction, osteoconducton, and osteostimulation. Osteogenesis means bone formation by viable cells provided by bone marrow or bone autograft. Osteoinduction describes bone formation at extra-skeletal sites by mitogenesis of autograft or allograft bone substitutes (demineralized bone matrix, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), platelet-rich plasma, and autologous growth factors. Osteoconducton is a process of enhanced bone formation due to a suitable structural environment where the osteoconductive material serves as a passive scaffold. This is observed after transplantation of autograft, bone marrow, demineralized bone matrix, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), platelet-rich plasma, and autologous growth factors. Osteostimulation was recently pointed out as being a separate process supporting bone healing in which osteoblast proliferation and differentiation are actively stimulated. The idea is to attenuate the proinflammatory processes through an ionic exchange, balancing pH and creating a scaffolding environment through which new bone forms. Increased levels of DNA synthesis and of the osteoblast markers osteocalcin and alkaline phosphatase could be measured following implantation of bioglass.

Before grafting, the defect size and soft tissue coverage should be evaluated and alternatives such as shortening considered. The iliac crest was, for a long period, the first choice for harvesting; however, the reamer-irrigator-aspirator (RIA) became more and more popular as a device for bone graft harvesting. With this, the material is collected from the femur canal. A recent study showed that RIA graft is just as potent to support healing as bone from the iliac crest. The RIA technique was associated with significantly less donor-site pain and yielded in a greater volume. Nevertheless, the literature also mentions some specific problems with using RIA, such as the limited selection of reamer sizes, femoral neck fractures and infections. An alternative to bone graft is the off-the-shelf use of BMPs. In a prospective, randomized, controlled, multicentre trial including 124 tibial nonunions with a follow-up of nine months, OP-1 (BMP-7) used with type I bovine collagen was just as effective as autograft. Similarly, non-inferiority could be demonstrated for BMP-2 in the treatment of bone defects. After BMP-2 failed to show improved effects compared to standard of care treatment in open and closed tibia fractures, it was used more cautiously. Furthermore, the current availability of BMPs is doubtful and a recent study raised concerns regarding an underestimation of possible side effects. Although allograft has osteoconductive properties it is usually used more to expand the transplanted bone volume after mixing it with autograft. Newer approaches such as the local injection of allogenic stem cells still have an experimental status.

Management of the infected nonunion

Twenty per cent of aseptic nonunions have positive intraoperative cultures, indicating that the problem of infection for the pathogenesis of failed fracture healing is underestimated. If typical symptoms such as redness, swelling and fever are present, the infection is acute and the clinical diagnosis rather simple. However, frequently delayed or failed fracture consolidation is associated with low-grade and chronic infections which are often difficult to recognize. Several mechanisms contribute to this phenomenon such as biofilm formation, survival of bacteria in inactive forms, and internalization of bacteria. This allows the infection to persist and to become reactivated in times of a suppressed immune system. Radiographic changes are lysis, loosening, sequestrering, and peristititis. Magnet resonance imaging (MRI) is very sensitive but limited by artefacts around the implant. PET/CT may effectively distinguish between infected nonunion, aseptic nonunion, soft tissue infection and chronic osteomyelitis and has an estimated sensitivity of 95% and a specificity of 87%. Similar results were shown for white blood cell (WBC) scintigraphy with a sensitivity of 79%, and a specificity of 97%. Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)/CT scan is another possibility for testing, with a low sensitivity but good specificity for infection and non-viability of the nonunion site. However, data are preliminary. As an additional risk factor, infection is part of the scoring system by Calori described above. The principals of treatment almost follow the guidelines of cancer treatment and tumour surgery; this means that
tissue and bone with signs of infection should radically be removed. After infection is sufficiently treated, bone and soft tissue are reconstructed using the described methods such as autograft or bone transport. A successful adjuvant in soft tissue management is negative-pressure wound therapy (NPWT), providing a chance to preserve the implant in 44% and leading to successful healing in 73% of cases. Typically, infections are caused by staphylococcus species, because these bacteria are skin commensals, have certain affinity mechanisms for host proteins (especially staph. aureus) binding exposed bone collagen, produce enzymes allowing invasion, can survive as an inactive ‘L’ form, and are biofilm producers. Calculated antibiotic treatment should therefore always cover this spectrum of bacteria. However, the species diversity of chronic infection is large, and a targeted antibiotic treatment should start as early as possible. A recent clinical trial pointed out that oral antibiotic therapy was non-inferior to intravenous antibiotic therapy when used during the first six weeks for complex orthopaedic infection. Although there is a lack of evidence, the use of local antibiotics is recommended, both because of high local concentrations and less systemic side effects. Soft tissue management is even more important in infected nonunion, because the immune defence is only functioning on the basis of a sufficiently covered bone. Furthermore, patient factors need to be optimized with high priority. Debridement and resection lead to defects which are also called ‘dead space’. Since this can develop into a niche for bacteria, it needs to be managed and filled. A mentioned alternative is shortening. Moreover, McNally et al reported on a single-stage protocol using a new absorbable, gentamicin-loaded, calcium sulphate/hydroxyapatite biocomposite which was effective in the treatment of chronic osteomyelitis. It offers a more patient-friendly treatment compared with other options and can also be used in two-stage procedures. Until now, no differences in success rates for single- or two-stage procedures could be found. Fig. 5 shows an example of a two-stage procedure treating a nonunion of the distal femur shaft.

**Fig. 5** Infected nonunion. Treatment of a staphylococcus aureus infected nonunion in a 31-year-old male. (a) and (b) show the status after implant removal with debridement, local antibiotics plus external fixation. (c) and (d) depict the situation after resection, and compression plating. Debridement should be rigorous but careful. Intraoperative lesion of the femoral artery treated by a vascular endoprosthesi.
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